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Abstract. The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is considered to be a tipping element in the Earth System

due to possible multiple (stable) equilibria. Here, we investigate the multiple equilibria window of the AMOC within a coupled

ocean circulation-carbon cycle box model. We show that adding couplings between the ocean circulation and the carbon cycle

model affects the multiple equilibria window of the AMOC. Increasing the total carbon content of the system widens the

multiple equilibria window of the AMOC, since higher atmospheric pCO2 values are accompanied by stronger freshwater5

forcing over the Atlantic Ocean. The important mechanisms behind the increase of the multiple equilibria window are the

balance between the riverine source and the sediment sink of carbon and the sensitivity of the AMOC to freshwater forcing

over the Atlantic Ocean. Our results suggest that changes in the marine carbon cycle can influence AMOC stability in future

climates.

1 Introduction10

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) plays a large role in modulating global climate (Vellinga and Wood,

2008; Palter, 2015) because it transports heat from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere and is one of the prominent tipping

elements in the Earth System (Lenton et al., 2008; Armstrong-McKay et al., 2022). Model studies suggest that the AMOC can

have multiple stable equilibria: the on-state, representing the current AMOC state with a strong northward flow at the surface

and a southward return flow at intermediate depths; and the off-state, representing a weak or even reversed AMOC state (Weijer15

et al., 2019). From a dynamical systems point of view, a bi-stable AMOC regime appears through the occurrence of two saddle

node bifurcations (Dijkstra, 2007) and the region in parameter space where both on- and off-states co-exist is the multiple

equilibria window (MEW), also referred to as the bi-stability window (Barker and Knorr, 2021).

Climate variability in the past, such as Heinrich events, has been linked to tipping of the AMOC (Rahmstorf, 2002; Lynch-

Stieglitz, 2017). Under anthropogenic forcing, the global warming threshold for AMOC tipping has been recently estimated20

to be around 4 ◦C (Armstrong-McKay et al., 2022). Using model data from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6

(CMIP6, Eyring et al., 2016), a consistent weakening of the AMOC under future climate change is projected (Weijer et al.,

2020), with a 34-45% decrease in AMOC strength in 2100, but no clear tipping was found. However, these models may have a

too stable AMOC (Weijer et al., 2019) affecting the probability of AMOC tipping before 2100. Under AMOC tipping, a strong
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cooling in the Northern Hemisphere (Rahmstorf, 2002; Drijfhout, 2015), changes in the water cycle (Vellinga and Wood,25

2002; Jackson et al., 2015), and potential interactions with other tipping elements in the Earth System (Dekker et al., 2018;

Wunderling et al., 2021; Sinet et al., 2023) are expected.

The AMOC can also interact with the marine carbon cycle and therefore influence atmospheric pCO2. By affecting the

transport of important tracers, such as dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), total alkalinity, and nutrients, the AMOC affects the

solubility and biological carbon pumps. Evidence for a coupling between the AMOC and marine carbon cycle is provided30

in proxy data (Bauska et al., 2021). Model studies show a wide range of potential carbon cycle responses to a collapse of

the AMOC. While most models show an increase in atmospheric pCO2 (e.g., Marchal et al., 1998; Schmittner and Galbraith,

2008; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013), the magnitude and precise mechanisms are dependent on the model used and climatic

boundary conditions (Gottschalk et al., 2019).

As the AMOC can influence atmospheric pCO2, there is a potential feedback mechanism since atmospheric pCO2 influences35

the hydrological cycle (Weijer et al., 2019; Barker and Knorr, 2021), which through changes in buoyancy fluxes, affects the

AMOC. Previous studies suggest that there may be a relation between atmospheric pCO2 and the MEW of the AMOC (Barker

et al., 2010, 2015). However, a clear mechanistic view has not been given yet. Here, we study the mechanisms on how the

marine carbon cycle can affect the MEW of the AMOC using a coupled ocean circulation-carbon cycle box model.

2 Methods40

We have coupled a box model suitable for simulating AMOC dynamics (Section 2.1) to a carbon cycle box model (Section

2.2). To be able to accurately represent atmospheric CO2 concentrations, the coupled model extends the AMOC box model

by including boxes that represent the Indo-Pacific. Steady states of the coupled model, where several non-linear couplings are

implemented (Section 2.3), are determined using continuation software (Section 2.4). Parameter values and model equations

are described in Appendices B and C.45

2.1 AMOC box model

The box model (Cimatoribus et al., 2014; Castellana et al., 2019) representing the AMOC dynamics simulates the depth of the

Atlantic Ocean pycnocline, and the distribution of salt in the Atlantic Ocean and the Southern Ocean. It consists of 5 boxes,

with 6 prognostic variables. The northern box n represents the regions of deep water formation in the North Atlantic and box s

represents the entire Southern Ocean (i.e. all longitudes). There are two thermocline boxes t and ts where box ts represents the50

region between 30◦S and 40◦S which is characterized by strong sloping isopycnals where the pycnocline becomes shallower

moving poleward. Underneath the four surface boxes, there is one box (d) representing the deep ocean.

The distribution of salinity in the boxes is dependent on the ocean circulation and surface freshwater fluxes. In the Southern

Ocean, there is wind-induced Ekman transport into the Atlantic (qEk), and there is an eddy induced transport from the Atlantic

into the Southern Ocean (qe) which is dependent on the pycnocline depth D. The difference between the two, defined as qS =55

qe-qEk, represents upwelling in the Southern Ocean and net volume transport into the Atlantic thermocline. The thermocline
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also is sourced with water from box d through diffusive upwelling (qU ). The strength of the downward branch of the AMOC

is represented in the North Atlantic by qN . This downwelling is dependent on the meridional density gradient between box ts

and box n, where the density is determined using a linear equation of state. Wind driven gyre transport is modelled by rN in the

Northern Hemisphere, and rS in the Southern Hemisphere. Salinity is also affected by two surface freshwater fluxes, modelled60

as virtual salt fluxes. First, there is a symmetrical forcing Es, i.e. this freshwater flux is the same for both hemispheres; and

secondly, there is an asymmetrical forcing Ea which results in interhemispheric differences. This last parameter can be viewed

as a control parameter for the AMOC strength since it regulates the salinity of box n. The pycnocline depth is an important

state variable in this model since several volume fluxes are dependent on it. This depth is dependent on four different volume

fluxes going in and out of the two thermocline boxes t and ts (qe, qEk, qU , qN ).65

The model provides a simple framework to study AMOC dynamics and has already been used to show both slow (Cima-

toribus et al., 2014) and fast, noise-induced (Castellana et al., 2019; Jacques-Dumas et al., 2023) tipping of the AMOC.

2.2 Carbon cycle model

The carbon cycle model is derived from the equations of the SCP-M (O’Neill et al., 2019). The original SCP-M has two70

terrestrial carbon stocks, an atmosphere box, and 7 ocean boxes representing the global ocean. In the ocean multiple tracers

are simulated that are important for the marine carbon cycle. In this study, we only simulate dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC),

alkalinity (Alk) and phosphate (PO4) in the ocean. All three tracers are affected by ocean circulation, have a riverine source

and a sink to the sediments. DIC is affected by biological production and remineralization (soft tissue pump), the formation

and dissolution of calcium carbonate (CaCO3; carbonate pump), and gas exchange with the atmosphere. Alk is also affected75

by the carbonate pump, and PO4 by the soft tissue pump. In this model, PO4 is explicitly conserved, i.e. the source of PO4 is

equal to the sink of PO4 at all times. DIC and Alk, however, can vary since the time dependent riverine influx is not necessarily

equal to the sediment outflux.

The soft tissue pump is modelled using constant values of export production per box, and the remineralization in the water

column follows a power law (Martin et al., 1987). The influence of the soft tissue pump on the cycling of PO4 is modelled using80

a constant stoichiometric ratio. The formation of CaCO3 is proportional to the export production times a constant rain ratio

parameter. CaCO3 is dissolved through the water column and in the sediments. This dissolution is dependent on the CaCO3

saturation state, and a constant background dissolution. The gas exchange between the ocean and atmosphere is dependent on a

constant piston velocity and the difference in pCO2 between the two reservoirs. The riverine influx of PO4 is constant, whereas

the influx of DIC and Alk is dependent on atmospheric pCO2.85

2.3 Coupled model

The two models described in the previous section are coupled forming the model used in this study (Fig. 1). For this, several

parameter assumptions had to be made, since the carbon cycle model requires more parameters than the AMOC model. First

of all, the depth of boxes n and s is not given in Cimatoribus et al. (2014) but is necessary for the carbon cycle model. We
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assume these to be 300 m, and the total depth of the ocean is assumed to be 4000 m. Secondly, a first version of the model90

showed a too strong sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 concentrations to AMOC tipping causing very low CO2 concentrations

on the AMOC off-branch. We therefore have included two additional boxes in the AMOC model representing the Indo-Pacific

basin: box ps for the surface ocean and box pd for the deep ocean. In these boxes the same carbon cycle processes are present

as in the Atlantic and Southern Ocean boxes of the model. Between these two boxes there is a bidirectional mixing term (γ1 =

30 Sv), and the boxes are connected with the Southern Ocean through a Global Overturning Circulation (GOC; ψ1 = 18 Sv),95

and gyre-driven exchange (rP = 90 Sv). γ1 and ψ1 are taken from the SCP-M (O’Neill et al., 2019), and rP is based on the

model of Wood et al. (2019). Both box t and ps receive DIC, Alk and PO4 input through a river flux. The total river flux is

modelled similarly as in the SCP-M and is partitioned over the two boxes based on the volume fraction of the Atlantic Ocean

and the Indo-Pacific Ocean, meaning 20% of the river flux flows into box t, while the remainder flows into box ps.

The first coupling between the physical and the carbon cycle model is through the ocean circulation. The AMOC determined100

in the circulation model is used for the advective transport of the three tracers in the carbon cycle model. We have implemented

additional couplings between the model and specific feedbacks within the carbon cycle model. Several of these feedbacks have

been introduced into the SCP-M before (Boot et al., 2022).

Firstly, we create a dependency of the biological export production in the surface boxes to the amount of PO4 advected into

the specific surface box and therefore introducing a dependency on the ocean circulation105

Zi = (1−λBI)×Zi,base +λBI × (qj→i× [PO3−
4 ]j +Priver)× ϵi. (1)

Here Zi represents the export production in surface box i, λBI a parameter to switch between the default value of Z in box

i (Zi,base; λBI = 0) and the variable export production (λBI = 1). In addition, qj→i represents the volume transport from box

j into box i. Priver the riverine influx of PO4, which is only present in boxes t and ps, and ϵi represents a biological efficiency

term in box i. i represents all surface boxes, i.e. n, t, ts, s and ps. j can be any box and depends on the direction of the ocean110

circulation.

We also introduce a coupling between the symmetric freshwater forcing Es and atmospheric pCO2. This coupling is based

on a fit to an ensemble of CMIP6 Earth System Models and is described in Section 3.1.

We allow the sea surface temperatures (SSTs) to vary with atmospheric pCO2 following a logarithmic function and a climate

sensitivity parameter, according to115

Ti = Ti,base + ∆Ti, (2)

∆Ti = λT × 0.54× 5.35ln(
CO2

CO2,0
). (3)

Here i represents the different surface ocean boxes. By varying the parameter λT we are able to change the climate sensitivity

of the model. In this study we use a value of λT = 0 (default), λT = 1 (CSLO) and a value of λT = 2 (CSHI ), representing SST120
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Figure 1. Box structure and processes simulated in the coupled circulation – carbon cycle model. Red arrows represent volume transports

where dashed arrows are only present during an on-state, and dotted arrows only present during an off-state. The purple arrows represent

gyre exchange (rN , rS , and rP ), and blue arrows freshwater fluxes (Es, Ea, and Ep). Carbon cycle processes that are represented are riverine

input (orange), air-sea gas exchange (black; kw), biological export production (green; Z), CaCO3 rain (grey; FCa), CaCO3 dissolution (grey;

DCa), and sediment burial (grey; Fburial). Based on Castellana et al. (2019) and Boot et al. (2022).

warming of 0 K, 2 K and 4 K per CO2 doubling. For the default values, sea surface temperature remains constant independent

of atmospheric pCO2 values. For surface air temperature in CMIP6 models, the response to a CO2 doubling is between 1.8

and 5.6 K (Zelinka et al., 2020). When this coupling is used, the changes in SSTs will also change the density in the ocean

circulation model. However, since we use a linear equation of state and the change of SST is homogeneous over all surface

boxes, it does not influence the ocean circulation.125
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Lastly, we have introduced a coupling on the rain ratio (Eq. 4) making it dependent on the saturation state of CaCO3

following

FCa,i = (1−λF )×FCa,base +λF × 0.022(
[Ca2+

i ][CO2−
3 ]

Ksp,i
)0.81, (4)

where i represents the different surface ocean boxes. Similar to the biological coupling coefficient λBI , λF is either 0 or 1,

and including this feedback will introduce different rain ratios per box.130

We have included additional couplings in the model that are described in Appendix A. They are not included in the main

text since they do not show large effects on the results. In the main text only the couplings described above are used. We refer

to the couplings as BIO for the biological coupling (BIO), Es for the Es-coupling described in Section 3.1, FCA for the rain

ratio coupling, CSLO for a low climate sensitivity and CSHI for a high climate sensitivity.

2.4 Solution method135

The coupled model is a system of 30 ODEs (four tracers per box, the pycnocline depth and atmospheric pCO2) of the form

du
dt

= f(u(t),p). (5)

Here u is the state vector (containing all the dependent quantities in all boxes), f contains the right-hand-side of the equations

and p is the parameter vector. To solve this system of equations we use the continuation software AUTO-07p (Doedel et al.,

2007). Both the AMOC model (Cimatoribus et al., 2014), and the SCP-M (Boot et al., 2022) have already been implemented140

in this software. AUTO enables us to efficiently compute branches of stable and unstable steady state solutions under a varying

control parameter. Furthermore, it allows for detection of special points such as saddle-node bifurcations, here important for

determining the multiple equilibria window of the AMOC.

One of the requirements of AUTO is that the Jacobian of the system (5) is non-singular at non-bifurcation points. To achieve

this, we use explicit conservation equations to eliminate the ODEs of the deep Atlantic box (d). Both the conservation equation145

of salt and PO4 are already explicitly included into the model. However, as described previously, this is not the case for DIC

and Alk. Therefore, we have to introduce extra ODEs describing the change in total carbon and alkalinity in the system. The

change in total carbon (DIC + atmospheric CO2) and Alk in the atmosphere-ocean system can be captured as the sum of

riverine influx and the sediment outflux. The riverine influx is a function of atmospheric pCO2 and represents the weathering

of silicate and carbonate rocks i.e.,150

Criver =Wcarb,c + (Wcarb,v +Wsi)×COatm
2 . (6)

The sediment outflux of DIC is determined by the sum of the soft tissue and the carbonate pumps over the entire ocean. In

this model, all produced organic matter is also remineralized in the water column, causing the contribution of the soft tissue

pump to be negligible resulting in
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Csed = Criver ×Vt +
7∑

i=1

(Ccarb,i×Vi). (7)155

Since the change in alkalinity in the system is proportional to the change in total carbon, only one extra ODE is necessary.

By eliminating the ODEs for the deep box and introducing the ODE for total carbon in the ocean-atmosphere system, AUTO

eventually solves a system with 27 ODEs.

The use of AUTO made it necessary to make changes in the carbonate chemistry of the carbon cycle model. In the original

SCP-M a simple time dependent function is used where the pH of timestep k-1 is used as an initial guess for timestep k (Follows160

et al., 2006). As long as the changes per time step remain relatively small, this scheme is sufficiently accurate. However, due

to our solution method, in which steady states are calculated versus parameters, this function is not suitable for this study.

Therefore, we have chosen a simple ‘text-book’ carbonate chemistry (Williams and Follows, 2011; Munhoven, 2013) where

Alk is assumed to be equal to carbonate alkalinity (Alkcarb = [HCO−3 ]+[CO2−
3 ]). This method is less accurate and leads to

higher pH values (Munhoven, 2013) and lower atmospheric pCO2 values (Boot et al., 2022). To address the lower resulting165

atmospheric pCO2 values we have increased the value of the constant rain ratio from 0.07 as used in the original SCP-M to

0.15.

AUTO has three parameters that determine the accuracy of the solution. The absolute and relative accuracy are set to a base

value of 10−6, but sometimes a higher accuracy is used. The accuracy for the detection of special points (e.g. saddle-nodes and

Hopf bifurcations) is set to 10−7.170

3 Results

3.1 CMIP6 freshwater fluxes

The freshwater fluxes Es and Ep used in the model are constrained using results from a CMIP6 ensemble. For this we use 28

different CMIP6 models forced with a 1% increase per year in atmospheric CO2 concentrations (‘1pctco2’). We integrate the

variables ‘wfo’ (water flux) and ‘vsf’ (virtual salt flux) over the regions representing the Atlantic thermocline (Atlantic basin175

between 30◦S and 50◦N) and the Indo-Pacific basin (the rest of the ocean north of 30◦S and south of 66◦N) in the coupled box

model. Based on these 28 models we determine a multimodel mean and we are able to constrain both Ep and Es.

Fig. 2a shows that most models, and the multimodel mean, show no, or at most a very weak relation between Ep and

atmospheric pCO2, whereas there seems to be a relation between Es and atmospheric pCO2. For Ep we will use the mean

value over the entire simulation (0.99 Sv). For Es we will use as a default value 0.39 Sv since this is the value of Es at pCO2,0180

(320 ppm). Furthermore, we introduce an additional coupling in the model where we implement Es as a function of atmospheric

pCO2 based on a logarithmic fit to represent the relation between Es and atmospheric pCO2 present in the CMIP6 ensemble.

This relation is modelled as:
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Es = (1−λE)×Es,base +λE × (−0.142 +0.097× ln(CO2)) (8)

Here λE is a parameter controlling whether the coupling is used (λE = 1) or the default value of Es,base (0.39 Sv) is used185

(λE = 0). Compared to earlier versions of the model we will use a different default value for Es. In previous studies values

of 0.25 Sv (Cimatoribus et al., 2014) and 0.17 Sv (Castellana et al., 2019) have been used. Here we choose the default value

based on the value of Es at an atmospheric pCO2 value of 320 ppm (pCO2,0) in the CMIP6 fit. The value of 0.39 Sv is of the

same order as seen in the HOPAS4.0 dataset based on satellite observations Andersson et al. (2017). This dataset shows a net

freshwater flux of 1 Sv averaged over the period 1987-2015 into the region representing the thermocline box, which results in190

an Es value of 0.5 Sv.

We have made two important choices for using these CMIP6 constrained freshwater fluxes. First of all, we set the freshwater

transport through the atmosphere from the Atlantic to the Indo-Pacific basin to 0. There are studies showing there is moisture

transport between the two basins through the atmosphere (e.g., Dey and Döös, 2020), but it is challenging to constrain this flux195

from Earth System Models. However, in our model set up, the exact value of this flux is not relevant for our results. The total

freshwater flux integrated over the Indo-Pacific basin diagnosed from the CMIP6 ensemble is independent from the moisture

transport between the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific basin. By rescaling the freshwater flux from the Indo-Pacific basin (box ps)

to the Southern Ocean (box s) we can set the freshwater flux from the Atlantic to the Indo-Pacific to 0 without changing the

AMOC dynamics. Tests where this flux was not set to 0, but net evaporation out of boxes t and ps were kept constant show200

this. The only effect of this freshwater transport is a shift of the diagram along the Ea axis and a small effect on atmospheric

pCO2 of a couple of ppm due to salinity changes.

The second choice we have made is that the net evaporation from the Atlantic thermocline is symmetrically divided over the

northern and southern high latitudes. For this model, the exact direction of the freshwater flux out of box t is irrelevant. What

is relevant is the total freshwater flux at each surface box. Through this we can see that the asymmetric freshwater flux, Ea,205

creates an asymmetry in freshwater forcing over the Atlantic basin. Through this, Ea creates the asymmetry that is potentially

more realistic. Since we use Ea as our control parameter in the continuations, we do not need to constrain this parameter.

3.2 The AMOC multiple equilibria window

In Fig. 3 the bifurcation diagrams for the AMOC strength (Fig. 3a, c) and atmospheric pCO2 (Fig. 3b, d) versus Ea are shown

for 6 different model configurations. The model configurations are differentiated on feedbacks and couplings included (see210

Table 1). The bifurcation diagrams show that to be able to simulate both the on- and off-branch, it is vital that the BIO coupling

is used. When this coupling is not used, PO4 concentrations will become negative in the surface ocean under a collapsed

AMOC regime. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3a, b by the cases REF and BIO. In case REF the off-branch (with negative

PO4) is not shown, while for case BIO the full bifurcation diagram with two saddle-node bifurcations is plotted. In Fig. 3b,

d we can also see the effect of AMOC tipping on atmospheric pCO2. On both the on- and the off-branch, atmospheric pCO2215
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a b c

Figure 2. (a) Net evaporation from the Indo-Pacific basin representing the freshwater flux Ep in Sv for the CMIP6 ensemble with the

multimodel mean in black. (b) As in (a) but for the freshwater flux Es. (c) The multimodel mean for Es in black with a logarithmic fit in

orange.

Table 1. Overview of the used cases. The left column represents the name of the case. The other columns represent whether a coupling

denoted in the top row is used in the case mentioned in the first column by indicating the λ parameter associated to the coupling. For λT the

value represents the strength of the coupling.

Case name λBI λE λF λT

REF 0 0 0 0

BIO 1 0 0 0

Es + BIO 1 1 0 0

Es + BIO + FCA 1 1 1 0

Es + BIO + FCA + CSLO 1 1 1 1

Es + BIO + FCA + CSHI 1 1 1 2

values are relatively constant and the difference between the branches is approximately 25 to 40 ppm depending on the exact

case, values that are of the same order as values reported in more complex models (Gottschalk et al., 2019).

To explain the lower pCO2 values on the off-branch we consider the constraint in the model on total carbon content in

the ocean-atmosphere system. In steady state, the riverine input and sediment outflux of DIC must balance to keep the total

carbon content constant (in steady state). In our model, the sediment outflux is a function of the saturation state of CaCO3220

and CaCO3 flux which is a function of the rain ratio (constant in non-FCA cases) and the export production. However, in the

AMOC off state, the saturation state of CaCO3 in the ocean is in every box larger than 1, meaning that there is no saturation

driven dissolution of CaCO3 and the sediment outflux is purely a function of the export production and a constant background

dissolution rate. In an AMOC off-state, nutrient advection is relatively low causing a reduction in export production, and

therefore a smaller sediment outflux. In steady state, the riverine influx must balance this small outflux, which is only possible225

by decreasing atmospheric pCO2 values.
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From the 6 cases considered here (Table 1) we can see the effect of the individual couplings. As described earlier, the

biological coupling is necessary to determine the off-branch but does not influence the bifurcation diagrams otherwise. The

rain ratio coupling (FCA) decreases atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 35 ppm and slightly increases the difference in CO2

concentration between the on- and off-branch (green lines Fig. 3b). The climate sensitivity coupling increases this effect, with230

a larger effect for the higher climate sensitivity (purple and red lines Fig. 3d). In the cases using the rain ratio, the potential

of the Es-coupling becomes visible. In these cases, atmospheric pCO2 values deviate more from pCO2,0 and therefore have a

larger effect on Es. When Es differs from the default value (0.39 Sv), both saddle nodes move to different Ea values.

To explain the movement of the saddle nodes, we consider the sensitivity of the model to Es (Fig. 4). In Fig. 4 the location

of the saddle nodes on both the on- and the off-branch are shown versus the value of Es. This figure shows that as Es increases,235

the MEW also increases. The default value used for cases REF and BIO for Es is 0.39 Sv. The CMIP6 CO2-dependent fit (8)

results in a slightly smaller value. Due to decreased Es, the thermocline becomes fresher, and in combination with the salt-

advection feedback, this leads to a smaller meridional density gradient and therefore a weaker AMOC. Furthermore, decreased

Es decreases the net evaporation over the Atlantic, given by (Es-Ea) and this means that a smaller Ea is necessary to tip the

AMOC. On the off-branch, a smaller Es results in salinification of the ts box and a less negative freshwater flux (Ea) is needed240

to decrease the meridional density gradient and reinvigorate the AMOC. For cases with the FCA feedback, it reduces the MEW

by moving the off-branch saddle node to larger values of Ea, and the saddle node on the on-branch to smaller values, which

can be explained by the fact that CO2 is smaller than CO2,0 and therefore Es is smaller than Es,base in (8).

In the bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 3 we find that the solution on the on-branch becomes unstable before passing the saddle

node. This change in stability can be explained by the presence of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation in the circulation model. The245

internal oscillation corresponding to this Hopf bifurcation is unstable and has a multidecadal periodicity. In this study we are

only interested in the MEW of the AMOC, and we therefore do not consider the Hopf bifurcation further.

3.3 Sensitivity to total carbon content

Over the Cenozoic, both the AMOC (Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017) and total carbon content in the ocean-atmosphere system have

varied (Zeebe et al., 2009; Caves et al., 2016). In Caves et al. (2016) it is suggested that total carbon content has varied between250

24,000 PgC and 96,000 PgC. In the previous section, the model was studied with approximately 40,000 PgC in the global

system. In this section, we analyze how the sensitivity of the AMOC MEW changes under different total carbon contents in

the model. To test the sensitivity, we remove approximately 4,000 (-10%) PgC, and add approximately 4,000 (+10%), 10,000

(+25%) and 20,000 (+50%) PgC. We do this for the cases considered in Section 3.2 excluding case REF (Fig. 5).

In case BIO there is no change in the MEW, which is to be expected since there is no back coupling from the carbon cycle255

model to the AMOC model, and the AMOC solution is therefore independent of the carbon cycle. We see only the effect of

total carbon content on atmospheric pCO2 values. When carbon is removed, the CO2 concentrations at the saddle nodes both

decrease. However, when carbon is added, only the saddle node on the on-branch has higher CO2 concentrations, independent

of whether 4,000, 10,000 or 20,000 PgC is added. We see a similar pattern for the Es + BIO case, but here the MEW increases

for larger total carbon content due to the different CO2 concentrations at the saddle nodes. The cases including the rain ratio260
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a b

c d

Figure 3. Bifurcation diagram showing the sensitivity of the AMOC and atmospheric pCO2 to Ea. Solid lines represent stable steady state

solutions, dotted lines represent unstable solutions, dash-dotted lines represent the location of the saddle node on the on-branch, and dashed

lines the location of the saddle node on the off-branch. The blue lines represent a case without additional coupling (REF), the black lines

with only the biological coupling (BIO), the orange lines with the CMIP6 based Es and biological coupling (Es + BIO), and the green lines

represent a case where also the rain ratio feedback is applied (Es + BIO + FCA). The purple and red lines also include the climate sensitivity

feedback, where purple lines represent a low sensitivity (Es + BIO + FCA + CSLO) and red lines a high sensitivity, (Es + BIO + FCA +

CSHI ). Results are for the AMOC strength in Sv (a, c) and atmospheric pCO2 in ppm (b, d). Especially for the AMOC strength results are

very similar and overlap in the plots. In (b) the black curve (BIO) is under the orange curve (Es + BIO).
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Figure 4. Ea-value corresponding to the saddle node on the on-branch (dash-dotted blue line, left y-axis) and the off-branch (dashed orange

line, left y-axis) for different values of Es in Sv. The green line (right y-axis) represent the CO2 values corresponding to the Es-values

following the used fit (8).

feedback show a different pattern. Here, the CO2 concentrations at both saddle nodes are dependent on the amount of carbon

added to the ocean-atmosphere system, i.e. the higher the content, the higher the CO2 concentrations at the saddle nodes (Fig.

5b). This influences the value of Es at the saddle nodes (Fig. 5c), which increases the MEW for increasing carbon content (Fig.

5a). The MEW shift increases when the climate sensitivity coupling is used (CSLo and CSHi), with a larger response for the

higher sensitivity (CSHI ). Another effect visible in the cases using the FCA feedback is the difference in CO2 concentration265

between the on- and the off-branch increases as total carbon content increases. This effect is larger when climate sensitivity is

increased.
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a b c

Figure 5. Panel a shows the location of the saddle nodes versus Ea in Sv, panel b shows the corresponding CO2 concentration in ppm, and

c shows the corresponding value of Es in Sv. The top row of the figure represents case BIO, the second row case Es + BIO, and the middle

row case Es + BIO + FCA, the fourth row case Es + BIO + FCA + CSLO , and the bottom row Es + BIO + FCA + CSHI . Square markers

represent the location of the saddle node on the off-branch and round markers the location of the saddle node on the on-branch for cases

where 4000 PgC is removed (purple), the default carbon content (black), 4000 PgC is added (green), 10,000 PgC is added (orange) and where

20,000 PgC is added (blue).

We can explain the behavior of the MEW in the Es + BIO case by looking at the atmospheric pCO2 values, and therefore

also Es, at the saddle nodes, which are similar for the three high total carbon cases. However, when the rain ratio feedback is

used, we see that the MEW keeps increasing for larger carbon contents since also the atmospheric pCO2 increases. We can270

explain the difference between Es+BIO and the cases where the rain ratio feedback is used by the constraint on total carbon

in the ocean-atmosphere system. In Es+BIO, biological export production in the Atlantic is mainly a function of the AMOC

strength, whereas in the Es+BIO+FCA case it is also dependent on the CaCO3 saturation state which is coupled to atmospheric

pCO2 through the pH of the surface ocean. This leads to a larger outflux of DIC and Alk to the sediments, which, in steady

state, needs to be balanced by a higher influx of DIC and Alk through the river flux, which can only be achieved by increasing275

atmospheric pCO2.

A second result for the cases with the rain ratio feedback is that the CO2 concentration difference between the on- and

off-branch increases for higher total carbon content. As we increase total carbon content in the system, the rain ratio increases

on both the on- and the off-branch because the saturation state of CaCO3 increases. Due to non-linearities in the carbonate

chemistry, the more carbon is present in the system, the larger the difference in rain ratio between the two branches. This280

explains why the difference between the on- and off-branch increases as total carbon content increases in the system.

4 Summary and discussion

In this paper we investigated the multiple equilibria window (MEW) of the AMOC in a coupled ocean circulation-carbon cycle

box model. When freshwater forcing is coupled to atmospheric pCO2 using a CMIP6 multi-model fit equation (8) above, the
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MEW changes slightly due to a dependency on atmospheric pCO2. We also assessed the sensitivity to total carbon content in285

the system and found that the MEW is larger with more carbon in the system due to a shift of both the on- and off-branch

saddle nodes. These results show the potential of the marine carbon cycle to influence the MEW of the AMOC.

We acknowledge that it is difficult to assess the validity of the CMIP6 Es-pCO2 fit since that fit is based on a transient

simulation with a strong forcing. However, longer (i.e. more than 3000 year) simulations by Galbraith and de Lavergne (2019)

show a similar, slightly stronger relation than the one used in this study. These clear and plausible mechanisms are more290

important than the precise quantitative estimates and are summarized in Fig. 6. Two processes explain the results on the MEW:

(1) the balance between the river flux and sediment flux that constrains atmospheric pCO2 (first two panels in Fig. 6a, b); and

(2) the sensitivity of the AMOC to Es (last panel in Fig. 6a, b). In the model, atmospheric pCO2 is dependent on the ocean

circulation through the effect of export production on the burial of DIC and Alk in the sediments. In steady state, this burial

needs to balance the riverine influx which is dependent on atmospheric pCO2. When the Es-coupling is used, Es is dependent295

on atmospheric pCO2, and the ocean circulation is dependent on Es, creating a feedback loop (Fig. 6). If the CO2 concentration

in the atmosphere is larger than CO2,0, the MEW increases, while it decreases if it is smaller than CO2,0. This results in that

when atmospheric pCO2 is high, so is Es which results in a stronger AMOC on the on-branch. As a consequence, export

production is increased and there will be a larger outflux of carbon and alkalinity through the sediments, which is balanced

by a high influx of carbon through the rivers, consistent with high atmospheric pCO2 values. Of the feedbacks that we have300

implemented, only the rain ratio feedback (FCA) affects this mechanism because it directly influences the sediment outflux

and makes the carbon cycle less sensitive to the ocean circulation.

The results here can be relevant when studying climate transitions in past and future climates as mechanisms how AMOC

stability can depend on background climate and atmospheric pCO2 values are identified. Previous work focused on the Pleis-

tocene suggest an influence of atmospheric pCO2 on the stability structure of the AMOC through temperature (Sun et al.,305

2022) and moisture transport (Zhang et al., 2017). In our model, there is no direct effect of temperature changes on the AMOC

strength, but the Es-coupling used here is similar to the moisture transport described in Zhang et al. (2017). The only difference

is that this moisture transport is directly to the Pacific basin in their study, whereas in our model we rescale freshwater fluxes

to set this direct flux to 0.

We have used a model that provides a simple framework for studying AMOC dynamics that allows us to efficiently test the310

concept of AMOC stability in a wide range of parameter values. However, a limitation is that in the model temperature is not

a state variable, based on the assumption that the timescales of salinity variations is longer than that of temperature and thus

dominant in steady state. This means that the AMOC strength in our model is not influenced by changes in temperature, which

is a caveat of this study. Under high carbon content in the ocean-atmosphere system, this might not be valid. However, we also

have explored also relatively small changes in the total carbon content and the mechanisms presented here are also valid for315

this smaller range, suggesting that the main mechanism presented in this study is at least valid for small changes in the total

carbon content. We do not expect that the MEW shift described in this study is fully compensated for when temperature is a

state variable. Though not a limitation in the model, it is good to note that the range of timescales in the carbon cycle model
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is larger than in the circulation model, which does not affect our results but does affect the time dependent response of the

system.320

Our work also holds implications for assessing AMOC stability in future climates. Currently, the global warming threshold

for an AMOC collapse is estimated to be 4 ◦C (Armstrong-McKay et al., 2022). In the future, the carbon content of the ocean-

atmosphere system will increase, potentially increasing the MEW which can change the likelihood of a bifurcation induced

AMOC collapse. In this study we focused on slow, bifurcation induced tipping of the AMOC, while the AMOC is also able to

tip due to faster processes (e.g. density changes related to temperature variations) resulting in noise-induced tipping (Castellana325

et al., 2019; Jacques-Dumas et al., 2023). The mechanisms presented here might influence these noise-induced transitions as

well. We hope this work inspires further research on the dependency of the AMOC MEW on the carbon cycle in more detailed

models, to further investigate the relevance of the mechanism found in this study, and provide a better quantification for the

influence of the marine carbon cycle on the MEW of the AMOC.

Code and data availability. All model code, data and scripts are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10005999 (Boot et al., 2023).330

AUTO-07p can be downloaded from https://github.com/auto-07p/auto-07p (Doedel, E J and Paffenroth, R C and Champneys, A C and

Fairgrieve, T F and Kuznetsov, Yu A and Oldeman, B E and Sandstede, B and Wang, X J, 2021).

Appendix A: Additional couplings, feedbacks and simulations

Besides the couplings and feedbacks presented in the main text we have introduced one additional coupling and two additional

feedbacks to the carbon cycle. A summary of these cases and the results can be seen in Table A1 and Fig. A1. The main effects335

of these additional coupling and feedbacks is a shift in atmospheric pCO2 values on the on-branch for cases with the piston

velocity feedback (Eq. A3 and Eq. A4). This shift is larger when also the climate sensitivity feedback is used. A description of

the additional coupling and feedbacks is given below.

The additional coupling we have introduced is the addition of dilution fluxes for both DIC and Alk related to the freshwater

fluxes Es and Ea (Eq. A1). Increasing the concentrations of DIC and Alk due to evaporation and decreasing the concentrations340

due to a net influx of freshwater at the surface.

Cdil,i = λD × (Es +Ea)× Ci

Vi
(A1)

Where Ci is the tracer concentration in box i and Vi the volume, and λD is a parameter that determines whether the coupling

is used (λD = 1) or not (λD = 0). The dilutive fluxes for Alk are modelled in a similar fashion.

A first additional feedback we introduce is a linear temperature dependency in the biological efficiency (Eq. A2)which was345

introduced in the biological coupling. Under an SST increase, the efficiency will decrease following
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Table A1. Additional cases not included in the main text using additional feedbacks as described in this document. Results of these cases

can be seen in Fig. A1.

Notation S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 S-5 S-6 S-7 S-8 S-9 S-10

λBI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

λT 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

λP 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

λD 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

λϵ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

λE 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

ϵi = (λϵ×−0.1∆T ) + ϵi,base (A2)

For this feedback it is necessary to also use the climate sensitivity feedback and the strength can be regulated with λϵ.

The second additional feedback allows the piston velocity (kw) to vary with the SSTs (Eq. A3). When the climate sensitivity

feedback is used, this also affects the piston velocity. The temperature dependency is introduced by making the piston velocity350

a function of the Schmidt number (Eq. A4) following

kw,i = (1−λP )× kw,ibase +λP kw,ibase× (
Sci
660

)−0.5 (A3)

Where

Sci = 2116.8− 136.25Ti + 4.7353T 2
i − 0.092307T 3

i + 0.0007555T 4
i (A4)

In this case the feedback can either be switched on (λP = 1) or off (λP = 0). Without this feedback the piston velocity is355

similar for all boxes, but with this feedback the piston velocity will differ per box.

Appendix B: Model parameters

The model parameters are presented in Tables B3 to B5.

Appendix C: Model equations

There are in total 30 state variables: salinity, DIC, alkalinity, and PO4 in the 7 boxes, the pycnocline depth D, and atmospheric360

pCO2. The state variables in the deep Atlantic box are determined using conservation laws. The salinity equations are given by

Eq. C1-C6, the conservation of salt in the model is given by Eq. C8, and the pycnocline depth is determined using Eq. C7. The

volume fluxes are determined using Eq. C9 to C13, and the equation of state is given by Eq. C14. The equations for the carbon

cycle model are given by Eq. C15 to Eq. C27.
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Table B1. Symbol (column 1), description (column 2), value (column 3), and units (column 4) of the general parameters used in the ocean

circulation model based on (Cimatoribus et al., 2014).

Symbol Description Value Units

V0,A Total volume of the Atlantic basin 3 × 1017 m3

Vn Volume of box n 3 × 1015 m3

Vs Volume of box s 9 × 1015 m3

At Surface area box t 1 × 1014 m2

LxA Zonal extent of the Atlantic Ocean at its southern end 1 × 107 m

Ly Meridional extent of the frontal region of the Southern Ocean 1 × 106 m

LxS Zonal extent of the Southern Ocean 3× 107 m

τ Average zonal wind stress amplitude 0.1 N m−2

AGM Eddy diffusivity 1700 m2 s−1

fS Coriolis parameter -1 × 10−4 s−1

ρ0 Reference density 1027.5 kg m−3

κ Vertical diffusivity 1 × 10−5 m2 s−1

S0 Reference salinity 35 g/kg

T0 Reference temperature 5 ◦C

Tn,base Base temperature box n 5 ◦C

Tts,base Base temperature box ts 10 ◦C

η Hydraulic constant 3 × 104 m s−1

α Thermal expansion coefficient 2 × 10−4 K−1

β Haline contraction coefficient 8 × 10−4 (g/kg)−1

rS Transport by the southern subtropical gyre 10 × 106 m3 s−1

rN Transport by the northern subtropical gyre 5 × 106 m3 s−1

d(VtSt)
dt

= qS(θ(qS)Sts + θ(−qS)St + qUSd− θ(qN )qNSt + rs(Sts−St) + rN (Sn−St) + 2EsS0 (C1)365

d(VtsSts)
dt

= qEkSs− qeSts− qS(θ(qS)Sts + θ(−qS)St) + rS(St−Sts) (C2)

Vn
dSn

dt
= θ(qN )qN (St−Sn) + rN (St−Sn)− (Es +Ea)S0 (C3)

Vs
dSs

dt
= qS(θ(qS)Sd + θ(−qS)Ss) + qeSts− qEkSs− (Ep +Es−Ea)S0 + (rP +ψ1)(Sps−Ss) (C4)
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Table B2. Symbol (column 1), description (column 2), value (column 3), and units (column 4) of the general parameters used in the ocean

circulation model added or changed with respect to (Cimatoribus et al., 2014)

Symbol Description Value Units

Es Symmetric freshwater flux 0.39 × 106 m3 s−1

Ep Freshwater flux from box ps to box s 0.99× 106 m3 s−1

V0 Total volume of the ocean 1.5 × 1018 m3

Vps Volume Box ps 9 × 1016 m3

Vpd Volume Box pd 1.11 × 1018 m3

dps Depth Box ps 300 m

dfn Floor depth Box n 300 m

dft Floor depth Box t variable (D) m

dfts Floor depth Box ts variable (D) m

dfs Floor depth Box s 300 m

dfd Floor depth Box d 4000 m

Tt,base Base temperature Box t 23.44 ◦C

Ts,base Base temperature Box s 0.93 ◦C

Td Temperature Box d 1.8 ◦C

Tps Temperature Box ps 23.44 ◦C

Tpd Temperature Box pd 1.8 ◦C

rP Transport by the subtropical gyre between box s and ps 90 × 106 m3 s−1

Vps
dSps

dt
= (γ1 +ψ1) ∗ (Spd−Sps) + (rP ∗ (Ss−Sps)) +Ep (C5)

Vpd
dSpd

dt
= γ1 ∗ (Sps−Spd) +ψ1(Sd−Spd) (C6)370

(A+
LxALy

2
)
dD

dt
= qU + qEk − qe− θ(qN )qN (C7)

S0V0 = VnSn +VdSd +VtSt +VtsSts +VsSs +VpsSps +Vpd +Spd (C8)

Where θ is a step function which takes a value of 1 for a positive argument, and takes a value of 0 for a negative argument.

The volume fluxes are given by:
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Table B3. Symbol (column 1), description (column 2), value (column 3), and units (column 4) of the general parameters used in the carbon

cycle model based on (Boot et al., 2022).

Symbol Description Value Units

Vat Volume of the atmosphere 1.76 × 1020 m3

ψ1 Global overturning circulation 18 × 106 m3 s−1

γ1 Bidirectional mixing term between box ps and pd 30 × 106 m3 s−1

n Order of CaCO3 dissolution kinetics 1 -

PC Mass percentage of C in CaCO3 0.12 -

DCa Constant dissolution rate of CaCO3 2.75 × 10−13 mol m−3 s−1

WSC Constant silicate weathering 2.4 × 10−12 mol m−3 s−1

WSV Variable silicate weathering parameter 1.6 × 10−8 mol m−3 atm−1 s−1

WCV Variable carbonate weathering parameter 6.3 × 10−8 mol m−3 atm−1 s−1

kCa Constant CaCO3 dissolution rate 4.4 × 10−6 s−1

b Exponent in Martin’s law 0.75 -

d0 Reference depth for biological productivity 100 m

kw,base Base piston velocity 3 m/day

RC:P Redfield C:P ratio 130 mol C/mol P

RP :C Redfield P:C ratio 1/130 mol P/mol C

[Ca]n Calcium concentration Box n 0.01028 × Sn mol m−3

[Ca]t Calcium concentration Box t 0.01028 × St mol m−3

[Ca]ts Calcium concentration Box ts 0.01028 × Sts mol m−3

[Ca]s Calcium concentration Box s 0.01028 × Ss mol m−3

[Ca]d Calcium concentration Box d 0.01028 × Sd mol m−3

qEk =
τLxS

ρ0|fS |
(C9)375

qe =AGM
LxA

Ly
D (C10)

qU =
κA

D
(C11)

qN = η
ρn− ρts

ρ0
D2 (C12)
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Table B4. Symbol (column 1), description (column 2), value (column 3), and units (column 4) of the parameters used in the carbon cycle

model that have been changed compared to (Boot et al., 2022).

Symbol Description Value Units

Zn,base Base biological production Box n 1.9 mol C m−2 yr−1

Zt,base Base biological production Box t 2.1 mol C m−2 yr−1

Zts,base Base biological production Box ts 2.1 mol C m−2 yr−1

Zs,base Base biological production Box s 1.1 mol C m−2 yr−1

ϵn,base Base biological efficiency Box n 0.1 -

ϵt,base Base biological efficiency Box t 0.5 -

ϵts,base Base biological efficiency Box ts 0.3 -

ϵs,base Base biological efficiency Box s 0.1 -

FCa,base Base rain ratio 0.15 -

pCO2,0 Base atmospheric pCO2 value 320 ppm

Table B5. The symbols and description of the equilibrium constants are presented in the first two columns. The third column presents the

source of the used expression.

Symbol Description Expression

K0 Solubility constant Weiss (1974)

K1 First dissociation constant of carbonic acid Lueker et al. (2000)

K2 Second dissociation constant of carbonic acid Lueker et al. (2000)

Ksp,base Equilibrium constant for CaCO3 dissolution Mucci (1983)

Ksp,press Pressure correction for Ksp,base Millero (1983)

qS = qEk − qe (C13)380

ρi = ρ0(1−α(Ti−T0) +β(Si−S0)) (C14)

Where i represents any box.

The carbon cycle equations are given by Eq. C15 to Eq. C19. The different fluxes are determined using Eq. C20 to Eq. C27.

d[DIC]i
dt

= Cphys,i +Cbio,i +Ccarb,i +Cair,i +Criver,t (C15)

d[Alk]i
dt

=Aphys,i +Acarb,i +Ariver,t (C16)385
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d[PO3−
4 ]i

dt
= Pphys,i +Pbio,i +Priver,t (C17)

dCtot

dt
= Criver,t×Vt +

5∑

i=1

(Ccarb,iVi) +
5∑

i=1

(Cbio,iVi) (C18)

dAlktot

dt
=Alkriver,t×Vt +Alkriver,ps×Vps +

7∑

i=1

(Alkcarb,iVi) (C19)

In these equations the different terms represent advective fluxes (Xphys), biological fluxes (Xbio), carbonate fluxes (Xcarb),

air-sea gas exchange (Cair) and the river influx (Xriver). From these fluxes, Cair only acts on the surface boxes, and Xriver390

only on box t and box ps. Xphys is determined following:

Xphys,i =
1
Vi

(
∑

i=1

(qj→i×Xj)−
∑

i=1

(qi→j ×Xi)) (C20)

This equation represents that the concentration of tracer X changes through an advective flux flowing out of box i to box j

(qi→j times the concentration in box i (Xi), and a flux flowing into box i from box j (qj→i) times the concentration in box j

(Xj). There can be fluxes from multiple boxes into one box.395

Cair.i =
K0,i× kw,i× ρ0× (COatm

2 − pCO2,i)
Vi

(C21)

For i is n, t, ts, s or ps. K0 is the solubility constant, kw the piston velocity, COatm
2 the atmospheric CO2 concentration, pCO2

the partial pressure of CO2 in the ocean and V the volume of the ocean box.

Ccarb.i =−Zi×Ai×FCa,i

Vi
+ ([CO2−

3 ]i[Ca2+]i)ρ0kCa(1− ([CO2−
3 ]i[Ca2+]i)
Ksp,i

)n×PerC +DC (C22)

For i is n, t, ts, s or ps. Z represent biological production, A the surface area of the box, FCa the rain ratio and V the volume.400

Other variables are the carbonate ion concentration ([CO2−
3 ]), calcium concentration ([Ca2+]), and equilibrium constant for

CaCO3 dissolution (Ksp).

For box pd the carbonate flux is determined following

Ccarb.i = ([CO2−
3 ]pd[Ca2+]pd)ρ0kCa(1− ([CO2−

3 ]pd[Ca2+]pd)
Ksp,pd

)n×PerC + ([CO2−
3 ]pd[Ca2+]pd)ρ0kCa×

(1− ([CO2−
3 ]pd[Ca2+]pd)
Ksp,sed

)n×PerC +DC (C23)
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Where there is a distinction between water column dissolution of CaCO3 and dissolution in the sediments.405

The biological fluxes in the surface ocean are given by:

Cbio,i =
Zi×Ai

Vi
× (

dfi

d0
)−b (C24)

For i is n, t, ts, s or ps. Z represent biological production, A the surface area of the box, V the volume, and dfi the floor

depth of the box.

The biological flux for box pd is given by:410

Cbio,i =
Zps×Aps

Vps
× ((

dfps

d0
)−b− (

dtot

d0
)−b) (C25)

Alkalinity and phosphate fluxes are proportionate to DIC fluxes following:

Acarb.i = 2×Ccarb.i (C26)

Pbio,i = rP :C ×Cbio,i (C27)

Where rP :C is a constant stoichiometric P to C parameter.415

An explanation and the value of all parameters are given in the tables in Appendix B.
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Figure 6. Illustrations of the main mechanisms affecting atmospheric pCO2 and AMOC stability. Panel a shows the mechanisms for the

on-branch. A strong AMOC increases export production through increased nutrient advection (left panel), which is accompanied by a high

atmospheric pCO2 due to the necessary balance between the river influx and sediment burial (middle panel). If the CO2 concentration is

larger (smaller) than CO2,0 than the AMOC will strengthen (weaken) and the MEW increases (decreases) (right panels). Panel b shows the

mechanisms for the off-branch. The absence of an AMOC decreases export production through decreased nutrient advection (left panel),

accompanied by a low atmospheric pCO2 (middle panel). When pCO2 is larger (smaller) than pCO2,0 the MEW increases (decreases) (right

panel). 26
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Figure A1. Bifurcation diagrams showing the sensitivity of the model to Ea for additional cases as defined in Table A1. Solid lines represent

stable steady state solutions, dotted lines represent unstable states, dash-dotted lines represent the location of the saddle node on the on-

branch, and dashed lines the location of the saddle node on the off-branch. The black lines represent a case with only the biological coupling

(BIO), the orange lines with the logarithmic CMIP6 based Es and biological coupling (Es + BIO), and the blue and green lines represent the

cases defined in Table A1. Results are for the AMOC strength in Sv (a, c, e, g, i) and atmospheric pCO2 in ppm (b, d, f, h, j).
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